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The main result of this paper is Theorem 2 which, in the case of a finite 
set I of indices, is a known result of Fan [3]. In our proof of Theorem 2, we 
shall make use of another result of Fan [2] which is stated here as Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1 (Fan [2]). Let {L& b e an indexed family, finite or infinite, 
of separated locally convex topological vector spaces. For each i E I, let Ki be a 
compact convex set in Li and let 
& = fl Kj . 
pr 
j#i 
Let K = nfal K, , and let {EJiG1 be a family of closed subsets of K. If, for any 
iEI and for any ffie&, the section Ei(kJ = {xi E K, : (xi , a,) E I&} is 
non-empty and convex, then niE1 E, f 4. 
THEOREM 2. Let {Li}i,l be a family, ji m ‘t e or infinite, of separated topological 
vector spaces. For each i E I, let Xi be a non-empty compact convex set in L, and 
let 
& = J-J xj . 
jd 
i#i 
Suppose that (E,}i,, is a family of subsets of X = JJ,,, Xj satisfying the follow- 
ing conditions : 
(a) For each i E I and each xi E Xi , the section 
Ei(xJ = {& E zi : (xi , &) E Ei} 
is open in Ri . 
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(b) For each i E I and each 4, E zi , the section 
Ei(i$) = {Xi E xi : (Xi , ai) E Ei} 
is nonempty and convex. 
Then the intersection jel Ej is nonempty. 
PROOF. Given any i E I and for each 4, E Xi, we can find xi E Ei(Q, 
i.e. Zi E Ei(xi). The compact set Xi is covered by the family of open sets 
{Ei(xi) : xi E Xi}. For each i ~1, choose a finite set 
such that 
{x;, xi2,..., x7) c xi 
Jfi = ij Ei(xi”). 
k=l 
By adopting an idea used by Browder [l], let {q” : 1 < K < ni} be a partition 
of unity associated with this finite open covering of the compact set Xi . 
Define a continuous function pi from & into Xi by 
for all .$ .X3 . Now observe that if q”(4J f 0, since the support of aik is 
contained in Ei(xik), we have di E Ei(xik), i.e. xik E Ei(ii). Because pi($i) 
is a convex combination of {xi” : 1 < k < ni} and because Ei(Si) is convex, 
we have pi(&) E E&). Let Ki denote the convex hull of {xi” : 1 < k < n,]. 
Then Ki C Xi . The vector subspace of Li generated by {Xi” : 1 ,( k < ni> 
is of finite dimension and hence is a locally convex space containing the com- 
pact convex set Ki . Denote 
Let pi be the restriction of pi on gi . Then qi is a continuous function from 
Ki into Ki . Thus the graph Qi of q6 is closed in I& x Kd = JJEI Kj . Now 
for each i E I, the section Qi(Si) = {qi(&)} is nonempty convex for all 4, E Ri . 
By Theorem 1, there exists a point y E n,EIQj . For each i ~1, y E Qi , i.e. 
Yi = 9i(9i) = PiVi) E Ed9ih 
where pi is the projection of y in X6 . Hence y = (yr ,gf) E I?& for every 
i E I. Therefore fiiEf Ei # 4. 
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Just like what Fan [3] did in the case of a finite set I of indices, we can give 
Theorem 2 an analytic formulation (Theorem 3) and then use that formulation 
to prove Theorem 4, which in the case of a finite set I of indices is a well- 
known result of Nash [5]. The proofs for Theorem 3 and 4 are exactly the 
same as the proofs in [3, Theorem 21 and [4, Theorem 41 respectively; and 
therefore will not be repeated. Our Theorem 4 should also be compared with 
a recent result of Browder [l , Theorem 151. 
THEOREM 3. Let (LJiEr be a family of separated topological vector spaces. 
For each i E I, let Xi be a nonempty compact convex set in Li and let 
Let ( fi}iEr be a family of real-valuedfunctions dejned on X = J’JE1 Xj satisfying 
the following properties : 
(a) For each i E I and for each fixed xi E Xi , fi(xi , Q is a lower semi- 
continuous function of Zi E Xi . 
(b) For each i E I and for every fixed 4, E Xi , fi(xi , a,) is a quasi-concave 
function on Xi . 
Let (ti)iel be a family of real numbers. If for any i E I and for any ki E Xi , 
there exists xi E Xi such that fi(xi , &) > ti , then there exists a point y E X 
such that fi(y) > ti for each i E I. 
THEOREM 4. Let {Xi}ior be a family f o nonempty compact convex sets each 
in a separated topological vector space. Let { fi}ier be a family of real-valued 
continuous functions de$ned on X = njer Xj . If for each i E I and for any 
fixed 
5iEl-I x,, 
jd 
j-fi 
fi(Xi , &) is a quasi-concave function of xi E Xi , then there exists a point y E X 
such that for any i E I, 
where Ei is the projection of y in 
n xj* 
jd 
i#i 
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